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www.speedwellweather.com

Best Global Weather Risk 

Management Advisory / Data Service 

Winner for 10 years

Company Introduction

• Independent, company providing weather services since 1999 

owned by its senior employees

• Offices in the United Kingdom and the United States 

• Our origins lie in index-based weather risk management: 

emphasis on quality

• Major provider of quality weather data and forecasts world-wide

• Major provider of software to the weather derivative industry for 

pricing and portfolio management: the Speedwell Weather 

System, SWS, since 2002

• Major provider of Settlement Data and Calculation Services for 

weather risk contracts

• Serving over 100 clients in insurance, weather derivatives, 

banking, energy and agriculture sectors world-wide

• weatherXchange Limited, FCA regulated subsidiary providing the 

weatherXchange® Platform which helps companies access 

index-based weather risk protection
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World-wide quality weather data. We consider 

weather data as a form of financial market data

Forecasts for energy and agriculture industries

Enterprise weather risk management software

Tools for energy and agriculture traders

Provision of data and services for settlement of 

index based weather contracts

Provision of weather derivative valuation services

Speedwell Weather Limited

weatherXchange Limited

Speedwell Settlement Services Limited

Speedwell Calculation Services Limited

What we do

A platform which helps companies access index-

based weather risk protection providing free 

access to data and price comparison
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Speedwell Weather
Quality Weather Data

We carry tens of thousands of historical weather data sets from around the world.

We quality-control thousands of data sets every day. 

We are the major settlement agent for over-the-counter weather risk contracts 

around the world.

Speedwell SuperPack® makes available an unprecedented range of quality 

historical weather data and weather data feeds for a single annual fee. 

Speedwell Cleaned Data

Cleaned data is data that has been processed to fill missing values and correct erroneous 

observations. The end result is a data set that is ready to be used for analysis. We clean 

weather data from thousands of weather stations every day.

Speedwell’s proprietary cleaning methodologies use a mixture of automated processing to flag 

possible errors followed by manual inspection.

Speedwell Recalibrated Data

Recalibrated Data is an adjusted historic temperature time series which has been re-based to 

take into account discontinuities such as those arising from site moves or instrument changes. 

Recalibrated data is the best possible baseline for risk analysis and weather risk 

contract pricing

Speedwell Gridded Data

Dozens of gridded data sets including proprietary wind speed data sets calibrated to required 

mast height. 
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Speedwell Site-Specific Ensemble Forecasts

Downscaled site-specific ensemble forecasts for both single sites and 

weighted baskets are available for over 3,000 sites across the world 

covering 15-day and monthly periods.

The ensemble forecast is a fully downscaled probabilistic forecast which 

inherently captures information that is normally lost in a traditional 

deterministic forecast: the uncertainty of the forecast at each time step. 

Forecast Dashboard

FastCast® Forecasts
Ultra-fast graphical representation of the change in forecast from

the previous run. Updated as each time step becomes available.

WDD: U.S. Weighted Degree Days

Uses weather data and forecasts combined 

with regional population data to estimate the 

EIA natural gas storage and withdrawal 

statistics.

Warmer or Colder?

In this example we show 

the ECMWF Operational 

forecast change for four 

European sites 

simultaneously. Also 

available: US cities and 

power regions

View the difference between 

successive model runs or 

previous runs

Diff  6hr, 12hr, Diff 24hr, Diff 

48hr, Diff 72hr

Ensemble Forecasts can be 

viewed through the on-line 

forecast viewer. A number of 

graphing options can be chosen. 

This example shows the last two 

weeks of actual data and the 

forecast in “box-and-whiskers” 

form

The Dashboard is user-

configurable allowing any 

number of sites to be 

presented in any order in a 

numerical grid with drill-

down options

Speedwell Weather
Forecast Products
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The Speedwell Commodity Product-Agriculture is a platform designed to bring weather data and forecast 

information directly to the trader in a concise format for a wide range of global agricultural crop areas. The 

equivalent Commodity Energy provides similar information for modelling regional energy consumption. 

Speedwell Weather
Commodity Product
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The Speedwell Weather System (SWS) is the definitive enterprise weather derivative pricing and risk management 

system. The product of over fifteen years’ of continuous development, SWS offers sophisticated pricing tools as 

well as portfolio management and full back and middle office functionality including regulatory reporting. 

SWS functions as a central warehouse for weather data and forecasts, automatically downloading into its data 

base. SWS is used by banking, insurance, energy and investment fund clients in the USA and Europe. 

SWS is an open system and is available as an internally installed application or can be hosted remotely.

• Weather risk contract pricing 

tools

• Gas-quanto pricing

• Portfolio management

• Back office trade flow 

management / settlement / 

Dodd Frank / EMIR regulatory 

reporting

• Automatic weather data and 

forecast importation into 

dedicated weather data base

Speedwell Weather
Enterprise Weather Risk 
Management Software
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• Free access to the highest-quality weather data for 

thousands of sites, basket indexes, and gridded 

data

• Free structuring tools to help new hedgers through 

the process of designing a hedge

• Free price comparison though streamlined 

communications between market participants

• Integrating access to Settlement Services

• Integrating access to independent middle-office 

Calculation Services 

• Compliant with required regulations to address 

users based in the EU/UK/Switzerland, Australia, 

Bermuda, Brazil, Colombia and USA

weatherXchange® is a platform which helps 

companies with weather risk access index-based 

weather risk protection. The weatherXchange platform 

provides unprecedented access to tools and services:

weatherXchange Limited is regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority

weatherXchange®
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Speedwell Weather Station Installation:  Chilean Andes

Speedwell is the major provider of Settlement Data for index-based 

weather risk contracts world-wide. Even the highest quality weather 

data is subject to missing values, erroneous observations, delayed 

reporting, instrument failure, and the potential for observation 

tampering. Speedwell Settlement Services (SSS) ensures accurate 

and reliable observations for the settlement of weather risk contracts.

Weather Station Installation
The installation of weather stations is sometimes required in order to 

provide advanced quality control of pre-existing weather stations or to 

establish an observation point in close proximity to a risk location 

(minimize “basis risk”). SSS has many years of experience in the data 

requirements necessary for cost-effective weather risk placement.  

Using the latest instrumentation and communications systems weather 

stations can be deployed on quick notice to meet the needs of weather 

risk market. 

Notable Projects
World Bank:  UTE Transaction: $450 million dollar hedge

providing protection for UTE, a Uruguayan state-owned hydropower 

company. Speedwell ‘s role in this project included the installation of 

back-up weather stations across the region and provision of Settlement 

Data. Speedwell also acted as Calculation Agent and provided in-

period valuations for the counterparties. 

EPM, Colombia: $250 million dollar hedge based upon cumulative 

precipitation at two weather stations. Multi-year project. Speedwell’s 

role in this project includes the installation of back-up weather station 

and performing in-depth quality control of observations as observed by 

the hedge counterparty. 

Speedwell Settlement Services
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Speedwell Calculation Services provides weather risk contract valuations and middle office metrics via the 

weatherXchange platform. End of day valuations, VaR and greeks can be provided.

Regulatory reporting requirements are satisfied with an exportable report

Optionally, full portfolio based valuations can also be provided

Speedwell Calculation Services
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T: +44 (0) 1582 465 551
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